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Abstract
This paper investigates how opportunities are captured by those that bring in unique contributions to their communities. More than fifty Arab initiatives were studied to see how they started by social change entrepreneurs through capturing opportunities that came due to community needs, gaps, challenges, crisis. The study shows that even hidden opportunities can be exploited through utilising the alertness psychology of the entrepreneurs along with problem solving techniques and optimising their social capital that each opportunity brings. The originality of this work is that it shows that capturing opportunities can occur when people are more driven by values, or vision, or self-purposefulness. It is very important to all Social Change Agents and especially in developing countries/regions as the Arab World. The limitation to data screened in this study doesn’t undermine the possibility for generalising it further in different areas in the world as it carries a great development potential for our socio-economies and even to the world abundance thinking.
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1. Introduction
Opportunities can be found in virtually all places. Even when undesirable situations arise, exciting opportunity may be discovered around the corner. In this paper, a journey of deep literature review would explore what have been published so far on the hypothesis of having capturing opportunity as an art more than knowledge. The hypothesis wants to see if people with exactly the same knowledge and same situation, would all notice the same opportunity.
Besides the literature review, this paper discusses the method and data collected for the sample of Arab Social Entrepreneurs and then discusses how they managed to capture the opportunities and what this could help in improving the way opportunities are captured.

This research contribution therefore is focused on the way of investigating the challenges and restrictions for both open and hidden opportunities that can be spotted by social entrepreneurs to build better socio-economic outcome and create waves of learning. A discussion on how the social challenges trigger the frontal lobe of the brain of the social entrepreneur to come with exciting insight that codifies the opportunity and how it is practically mobilised towards community development might open further psychological and behavioural economics debates and future research contributions. The research might optimise also how opportunities are linked together in a way that never can be imagined in order to help see the hidden spots. The intention here is to explore how the values and the visualisation of the social entrepreneurs would play an important role in capturing further opportunities.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Definition and Importance of Opportunity

Opportunity is defined as the potential insight for better change, or improvement that come from the actions that comes from the circumstances, or environment conditions faced [1] [2].

Most of the contemporary opportunities definitions have come from research on entrepreneurship. Researchers on entrepreneurship have approached the concept of opportunity mainly from the perspectives such as building framework and social cognition [3]. Some researchers seen recently that the importance of entrepreneurship as a concept is not only to its business vitality, but also to the focus it creates toward opportunity discovery and exploitation [4]. Opportunity as a result of distinctive identification behaviour has been discussed by [5] [6] [7].

Opportunity is future-oriented, bring in spirit of positivity and offer potential for personal development. Opportunities are seen by Suonpää [8] as both an entrepreneurial and socio-behavioural processes that depends on interaction with the surrounding environment.

2.2. Entrepreneurship Spirit and Opportunity

Entrepreneurship is related to human beings whose actions are related to venture creation, innovation, but mostly to the capacity for opportunity recognition and exploitation [9].

Entrepreneurship is a process of opportunity emergence of passionate people called entrepreneurs who create new ventures based on lucrative opportunities [4]. Some researchers even believe that real opportunities come as a result of the deliberate search of those who carry the spirit of entrepreneurship through re-
peated search effort and or strategies [10] [11].

2.3. Methods of Discovering and Capturing Opportunities

Capturing opportunities is considered very important for overcoming adversity and turning organisational and societies instability and failures into more flourishing stable communities.

Drucker [12] has identified seven sources of capturing opportunities such as unexpected occurrences, perception-reality incongruities, unmet process needs, changes in industry structures and markets, demographic changes, changes in public priorities, and new scientific knowledge.

Even though discovering and capturing opportunity might be a difficult task it is very important for life development. Sometimes opportunities are so powerful to the extent it wipes the complexity of any problem. Some of the opportunities changes the way we look at abilities which would shift our focus on our disabilities to possibilities.

Many studies now proven that challenging events can be source of discovering or capturing opportunities for individuals, organisations or even communities who keep their mindset open and stay focused on their abilities rather than disabilities [13].

The other method for capturing opportunity is through opportunity centred learning which use similar techniques as problem-based learning and action learning and which was developed by Rae [1] [14].

Suonpää [8] also proposed process flow of how opportunities are produced, operationalising from idea development till commercialisation.

Kirzner [6] saw that capturing opportunity need alert entrepreneurs that can discover the opportunities without actively searching them. Tang et al. [15] and [16] believe that this alertness capacity happens due to making judgement from evaluating information and changes in perceived profit potentials. Utilising tacit opportunities therefore depends on systematic accumulation of experience of the previous alerts as mentioned by Smith et al. [17].

2.4. Exploiting and Mobilising Opportunities

After an opportunity is discovered, it is exploited through the field experiential implementation, if disruptive innovation techniques are followed, or through business planning, if structured implementation approach is followed as mentioned in Buheji and Ahmed [18] is a key precursor in the exploitation of opportunities where an entrepreneur utilises information and knowledge to describe an opportunity and how it is to be exploited [19]. Mitchell and Shepherd [20] argue that entrepreneurs perceive opportunities differently and then make decisions for exploiting these opportunities.

Exploitation of entrepreneurial opportunities is seen by some researchers to be influenced by individual and environmental factors [21]. However, many studies show that exploiting deeper original opportunities raises from frequency
of attempts and failures of the market or the field we are working with. This failure might come from different environmental or technological or market challenges and or preferences [13] [14] [21] [22] [23].

2.5. Opportunities and Abundance Thinking

Unfortunately, even though we humans are celebrating the advances of the 21st century, still many of our societies seem to be built on a scarcity mentality. It is a mentality that tells people that there is a lack of enough for all. In this mindset opportunities are trapped and seem to be very few and far in between.

Zimmerman [24] mentioned about how the capacity for opportunities capturing is very dependent on abundance thinking. While in scarcity, opportunities can’t be even experienced. Overflowing with strong negative reactions scarcity mindset prevent discovering of opportunities. While those with abundant mindset would take the full advantage and enjoy the waves of opportunities that come on their way, along with memorable experiences.

Those with an abundant mentality believe there are plenty of opportunities in the world from everything. Their wealth comes from their ability to see both seen and hidden opportunities. Those with scarcity mentality believe that there are limited opportunities and see life in exact same patterns as raised to be [25].

2.6. Opportunities Economic Values

Opportunities bring in differentiated economic value, or profit potential of introducing new goods, services, raw materials and organising methods [10]. Opportunity is viewed broadly as a potential for socio-economic change, where improvement can arise from action [1].

Discovering an opportunity depends on cognitive abilities and interaction with new services, new products and ideas from external environment. It also focuses on business planning prior to the exploitation of opportunity where risks are handled by predicting the future. Therefore, opportunity outcome can be improved through developing linear planning and rational thinking over the social factors [21] [22].

2.7. Exploiting and Monopolising the Opportunity & Role of Visualisation

Through entrepreneurs’ visualisation, resources are put to new use and new ideas are co-created with stakeholders while risks are shared [7]. Visualisation emphasises the social factors that forms and exploit opportunities and influence the learning and creativity process.

Beside from learning, visualising opportunities comes from also problem solving, the field and the feedback from mistakes done during exploration and or mobilisation stage.

Many researchers believe that only once the opportunity is visualised it can be properly exploited and monopolised. Therefore, Rae [14] seen that opportunity
would flourish once its related to personal goals. Thus planning to realise the opportunity needs to be followed by action to ensure that the opportunity is fully utilised.

Here opportunity is investigated in order to be transferred to other contexts. Rae [1] sees that this happens once opportunities are related to organisations, or communities, or personal goals. In order to be effectively exploited or monopolised, opportunities should go through reflections that should be linked with aspirations and empathetic interest of those involved.

Sahlman [13] shows how opportunities is exploited or mobilised in many different forms. The exploitation might start after a good or bad experience. Or it would come from reflecting on what was wrong with what could be improved. Once problems are viewed as opportunities then we can think about different possibilities of re-engineer, or re-evaluating any things we see or observe. That time opportunities would be seen absolutely everywhere.

When an opportunity is started to be monopolised it goes through a process similar to problem solving. The target is to see or solve the dilemma of exploiting or optimising the benefit of the opportunity. Those whom are driving inner inspiration would have unique solutions of how the resources would address the opportunity. Once the opportunity is put in practice, the entrepreneur or the change agent should be ready to deal with unpredictable issues that might pop up during the implementation.

2.8. Psychology of Opportunity Capturing

Opportunities are made by the bridges as open mindset, supported with empathetic engineering and emotional intelligence. It is can be captured or created more when an emergent, opportunistic, social resilient mindset is available.

Researchers currently are developing useful measures that would help to enhance opportunity understanding through observing the conditions that influence individuals and organizations outcomes. Gaglio and Katz [5] show how opportunity identification is highly dependent on the uniqueness of the entrepreneurial behaviour and how it is likely to with a dynamics mysterious challenges or surroundings. Therefore, the psychology of an individual distinctive perceptual and information-processing found to develop the cognitive engine alertness for more opportunity identification [15].

Gaglio [3] even seen that the psychology of entrepreneurial persistence come based on the entrepreneurs’ level of alertness. This alertness helps the entrepreneur to continue with his entrepreneurial opportunity regardless of the challenges faced. However, the level of challenges faced depends on how much the entrepreneur is perseverant prior to having selected the opportunity.

In order to synthesis the psychology of capturing an opportunity the process that happens in the mindset of the entrepreneur was drawn in detail as illustrated in Figure 1. One entrepreneur spot something unusual, or unexpected, or ambiguous their mental stimulation would start to trigger for them different
queries such as how does this ambiguity affect the industry, or the market, or the society, or the regulations?

At this stage psychological and demographic factors that comes from the entrepreneurs experienced observation, or seen challenges and problems would interact with the market and industrial environment factors. This would alert the entrepreneurial mindset and would make it very focused on discovering and capturing the opportunity. At this point would try to exploit and mobilise the opportunity through frequency of repeated exploration and problem solving which raised the entrepreneur persistence and perseverance once the opportunity is exploited and mobilised as illustrated in Figure 1 again.

Strong evidence points to entrepreneurs' perseverance in pursuing a particular opportunity after they have committed to it, even if it carries emotional and financial implications [23]. There are psychological clear differences between entrepreneurs and non-entrepreneurs in here, especially in the processes of setting goals, selecting means, and evaluating progress toward goal attainment [13]. According to this perspective, goal-directed behaviour is governed by two systems: prevention system which help to build an orientation toward "oughts" and induces people to aim at avoiding mistakes by abstaining from actions that might produce negative outcomes, followed by promotion system which implies an orientation toward ideals and encourages individuals to generate and consider a larger set of alternatives, out of an eagerness to seize opportunities [24].

Shaver and Scott [26] studied how the psychology of the entrepreneur when...
he/she interpret the field and the environment around them? How the opportunity identification occurs during this process of identification? These researchers found that interpretations and perceptions are influenced by the particular schema in response to a real or imagined event or stimulus. Other researchers seen that perception and interpretation are influenced also by availability of knowledge, schema accessibility, besides personal international motivation [5].

2.9. Role of the Field in Capturing Hidden Opportunities

Hidden opportunities are opportunities that can be found inside each problem or challenge. Hidden opportunities can’t be seen due to our way of thinking and constrained mindset. For example, these opportunities could have been easily seen if people are not over focused on the problem, but rather in the opportunities that problem carries.

Most potential hidden opportunities are considered complex when it involves the public or the community change of mindset, due to the complexity of communication and the network setting. When these opportunities are viewed pragmatically, the mindset is challenged to apply the best tools to foster the transfer, receipt, and integration of the new knowledge across the network and, ultimately building long-term collaborative problem-solving capacity.

Hisaka [27] mentioned that opportunities are usually hidden inside three common problems. They are hidden in qualified leads, in investigative curious research and in prospects with personalized information. Hidden opportunities if well exploited nurture building a lasting solution. Therefore, utilising hidden opportunities can help disqualified other opportunities and the social capital [28] [29].

Kirzner [6] asserts that the mental representations and interpretations of entrepreneurs do indeed differ because they are driven by entrepreneurial alertness, a distinctive set of perceptual and cognitive processing skills that direct the opportunity identification process. For example, Kaish and Gilad [11] interpret this as having an aptitude to position oneself in the flow of information so that the probability of encountering opportunities without a deliberate search for a specific opportunity is maximized.

When people go to the field they would start to see that they can persist with what opportunity already exploited till they start seeing other possibilities through again planning further exploratory field visit. This gives them more perseverance that lead to another potential for new opportunity.

Figure 2 illustrated the psychological constructs of capturing opportunities in the field. Once the entrepreneur in an open and uncertain field environment he/she would start connecting opportunities of the field to the main life goals and values. The dynamic field environment creates a mental stimulation that the entrepreneur would start more curious query asking “What is going on?”. Here the expert or the mentor should facilitate the essence and the depth of field opportunities. The challenge for the entrepreneurs would be building tolerance
with the different ambiguity which leads to more mental stimulations. The entrepreneur here would try to discover and capture the opportunities whether through using incremental opportunities build up, or really turning towards breakthrough opportunity [28] [29] [30].

Field help to bring coherence between alert and non-alert individuals as it excites them with spirit of curiosity. With varying disruptive field conditions, a distinctive set of perceptual and reasoning behaviours help to raise the abilities and behaviours of the entrepreneur to implement wise assessment of the realities and come up with most suitable initiative [6]. Kirzner [6] maintains that the crucial difference between opportunity finders can be found in their relative assessment of the market event, or the situation where they would give direct attention based on processed information and the reasoning for any specific event, whether it is real or imagined [30].

Without going to the field, entrepreneurs would fail to identify the new entrepreneurial opportunities thus they would misjudge their market environment and the kind of behaviour demanded by the moment. Shaver and Scott [26] assert that anyone claiming an interest in the opportunity identification process would have to address the essential issues of how the market environment, i.e. the field would be represented in the minds of entrepreneurs and whether these representations differed from those of other market actors in any substantial way [28] [29].

3. Method

A quantitative study was executed through screening conducted for more than
seventy projects for the Arab Social and Positive Change Inspiring Entrepreneurs, would be called for short as Arab (SPCIE’s). The data was collected from websites and the success stories that were broadcasted as cases of positive social change in (Zimam Almubadra) program on Al-Jazeerah Network [31]. The purpose of Arab SPCIE’s screened is to study how they as inspire entrepreneurs are capturing clear or hidden opportunities, and how these opportunities are exploited to positively change the Arab SPCIE’s communities and societies. A total of fifty cases were selected out of the total screened, since they are seen as the most unique cases that would serve communities interest. Besides the selected SPCIE’s had captured opportunities in a way that can be generalised.

In developing countries in general and specifically in the Arab World sources for opportunities literature is very scarce. The few published work is only related to business entrepreneurship and with limited work in relevance to positive change agents or inspiring people with social entrepreneurial initiatives which we referred to then in short as (SPCIE’s). Therefore, after screening the selected SPCIE’s the opportunities captured were categorised by some details about the nature of the initiative and the uniqueness of the opportunity; besides the name of the initiative and the country covered. The fifty SPCIE’s were social entrepreneurs that were unique in addressing the gap in their community with high spirit.

4. Data Collection

The data captured from the Arab SPCIE’s initiatives were tabulated in Table 1 to include the name of the initiative, the purpose of the initiative, the uniqueness of the opportunity capture, beside a reference to the country. Although the organisation of the data by country-wise might not have a significant effect, it was kept for future references of coming researchers.

5. Results

The data presented in Table 1 show that there is much consistency in the experiences of the opportunities captured by the fifty Arab SPCIEs. When one evaluates the opportunities captured and exploited, one could see that all the SPCIE’s shown high belief in the possibility of change in their communities. The third column in Table 1 shows that these activities are supported by persistence and perseverance. This is despite the differentiated physical, affective, cognitive and interpersonal states; and the varying conditions of the countries, or the community, or the type of the initiative or the opportunity discovered.

All of the projects of the Arab SPCIE’s selected carried entrepreneurial behaviours, with the intention of collaborative learning that started from the time of the idea development to its deployment in reality.

The fifty SPCIE’s found to be mostly seeking novel and creative solutions to influence their communities while addressing their needs, with minimal resources. Once their initiative started and they mobilise their initiative to the
Table 1. Opportunities captured in relevant to the initiative purpose.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Initiative &amp; Country</th>
<th>Initiative Purpose</th>
<th>Uniqueness of Opportunity Captured &amp; Exploited</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Maharat-Lebanon Training &amp; Empowerment for Media Graduates in Lebanon</td>
<td>No training for new Lebanese graduates of Media, who needs to be competent to enter the Media Profession a very polarised country.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2) Me & Colors Lebanon | Preparing Elderly and Retired to enter the Society gradually again into their confidence to be a Productive Citizen while enjoying their time | 1) No Art program that help Elderly people to psychologically and socially heal while they are producing a product.  
2) Psychologist is not involved in similar programs which it would help to see the elderly internal pain, or symptoms.  
3) Enhance the upper limbs mobility  
4) Enhance the social integration between generations |
| 3) Dream Matcher Lebanon | Matching Dreamers with Dream Makers | 1) Many dreams vaniches due to not finding sponsors for these dreams  
2) Many sponsors of specific dreams they don’t have the suitable dreamers that they can support  
3) Dream matching needs a technique that first appraised, then written, then matched with others that are willing to support it, once seen in the dream board.  
4) Shows the Arabs that dreams can be achievable  
5) Utilise social media to match dreamers and dream makers and then supported through events |
| 4) Archainsial Project for Marginalized Youth Lebanon | Circus for Marginalized Youth | 1) Train Marginalized Youth on circus games and skills  
2) Gymnasium and Theatre activities that bring profit through Circus for the benefit of Peace  
3) Special education for gifted youth  
4) Raising the goals for the Marginised youth  
5) Preparing for large Lebanese circus through marginalised youth |
| 5) Lebanese Youth Autism Services Lebanon | NGO that targets to support Lebanese Families & Children with Autism | 1) Spreading the awareness of Autism  
2) Provide Shadow teachers for children of Autism  
3) Expose the opportunities for youth of Autism  
4) Integration on Autism Youth with the Society |
| 6) Alzheimer’s Lebanon Society | Alzheimer’s Comprehensive Program | 1) Creating more awareness for Alzheimer’s patients and family on how to deal with the disease  
2) Help to diagnose Alzheimer’s disease early stages  
3) Train more people to deal with Alzheimer’s  
4) Train more on Alzheimer’s occupational therapists and nurses  
5) Acceptance of Alzheimer’s as a disability  
6) Alzheimer’s day care centre |
| 7) Shamoon, so that it’s not too late Initiative Lebanon | Awareness programs for early detection of Cancer | 1) Awareness Program for Early detection of cancer and chronic diseases  
2) Help those want to do diagnostics for detection for cancer |
| 8) Youth Talents Club Palestine, Gaza | Development and Sharing of Talents by Youth for Youth | 1) No program dedicated that is supported by the government to develop the talents of youth by youth  
2) Assessment of youth by youth done in schools  
3) Created a Radio Show dedicated for youth by youth  
4) Started to give consultancy to the Arab to similar youth |
| 9) Gaza Children Dream Palestine, Gaza | Fulfilling the basic simple dreams of Gaza Children (below 10 years) | 1) Save the Gaza Children’s Dreams through simple techniques, especially with isolation of Gaza from the world.  
2) Initiative driven by youth of Gaza to fulfils children of Gaza simple dreams as toys, getting their own beds, or bycles.  
3) Make youth and children of Gaza believe in dreams.  
4) Practicing writing dreams on (Dream Cards). |
| **10** | Authentication of Palestinian Painful Historic Events Palestine, Gaza | 10) Transferring all the unforeseen event during the different wars on Gaza.  
2) Prepare a comprehensive authentication of the war by moment and moment and how Gaza survived the different wars.  
3) Comprehensive registration and records for retrieving the rights of the Palestinians & the memory of future generations |
| **11** | Smart Media Services Palestine, Gaza | 1) Focus on media professional in Rafah of Gaza  
2) Creating hub for journalists through the Rafah media centre, especially during crisis  
3) Enhance Palestinian Journalist contribution to the conflicts hot spots in Rafah  
4) Providing release news of the conflicts that happens in Gaza  
5) Training for field journalists to cover conflict events |
| **12** | Flowers Palestine, Gaza | 1) Shift non-employment women to be part of entrepreneurship project for production of Palestinian hand) made dresses & handcraft products  
2) Production for Palestinian heritage and handcraft for even to outside Gaza |
| **13** | Spring of Life Palestine, Gaza | 1) Dealing with Geriatric Care in Gaza  
2) Getting Free Medical Support from those who care for elderly and even from elderly professionals (i.e. Physicians, Pharmacists, engineers, etc.)  
3) Training in Geriatric Medicine. |
| **14** | Gaza Writes Back Palestine-Gaza | 1) Training University Students to write stories about Gaza challenges and suffering and publish it in English  
2) Setting series of stories about Palestinians of Gaza Challenges  
3) Spreading the other side of people life in Gaza without politics or war news only  
4) Producing books about Gaza Stories  
5) Producing Youth Blog on (Gaza Writes Back) |
| **15** | My land is my right initiative Palestine | 1) Execute land reclamation in Separation Wall in Palestine West Bank to avoid being claimed by the Israeli Government  
2) Encourage youth to help farming the reclaimed |
| **16** | Origami Academy World Egypt | 1) Transform the knowledge the Origami  
2) How to create profit from the Origami for utilisation in Arts, Wedding,  
3) Using Origami for People with Disabilities healing  
4) Setting Origami Curriculum for Universities and High Schools |
| **17** | EduVision Egypt | 1) Focus on analysing the barriers towards education in relevance to creating innovation  
2) Utilising the power of youth to develop the innovation in education  
3) Deliver program for Universities and Schools  
4) Workshops for developing teachers and schools, students in education technology  
5) Match making with education sponsors and suppliers with educational institutes |
| **18** | Rasal Lab Egypt | 1) Knowledge sharing amongst artists, architects, handcraft specialists, traditional experts, multi-disciplined designers and with multi) nationality  
2) Encouraging abundance thinking for artists and craftmen with multi) disciplined production of products |
| **19** | Youth Sound of the Street Egypt | 1) Train youth on how produce short films by youth  
2) Show the issues of youths today through seeing reflecting it through youth films  
3) Make books reach those that can’t afford to buy.  
2) Encourage youth to read  
3) Collaborate with Book Clubs Societies which reached more half millions participate  
4) Enhance Cultural Creativity Economy  
5) Spread the world of different authors who contribute their books free |
<p>| <strong>20</strong> | Free-Books Egypt | 1) Collect and Distribute Free Books |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Initiative Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21)</td>
<td>Genius Planning Academy Egypt</td>
<td>Educating Children and youth on Scientific Concepts through experiential learning and fun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22)</td>
<td>CoomAldabaa Development Society Egypt</td>
<td>Developing Village of CoomAldabaa through its citizens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23)</td>
<td>Dream of Tunisia</td>
<td>Resistance to desertification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24)</td>
<td>Albanani Cultural Open House Tunisia</td>
<td>Tunisian Open House for Cultural Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25)</td>
<td>Tunisian Youth Agriculture Garden Tunisia</td>
<td>Bring youth to Agricultural Innovation &amp; Solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26)</td>
<td>Onliners Jordan</td>
<td>Training for Online Entrepreneurs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27)</td>
<td>Mattar Project Jordan</td>
<td>Dealing with the Challenges of the Blind Postgraduate Students through peers students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28)</td>
<td>Portray Teaching Initiative Jordan</td>
<td>Free Training for Universities Students on Portray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29)</td>
<td>We love Reading Initiative Jordan</td>
<td>Reading Stories for children to make them love reading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30)</td>
<td>Touch of Hope Jordan</td>
<td>Al-Aqaba Youth Success</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) No Programs for youth that make them the simplicity of science
2) Limited programs in the Arab World that are run by youth to enhance children and youth scientific development
3) No programs in Arab World relevant to Experiential Learning
4) Reach the suburbs of the capitals, rural and villages areas of Egypt where youth don’t effective scientific development programs
5) Teach youth best practices in ethics, production, economics along with development of science through experiential learning

1) Developing Village of CoomAldabaa through its citizens
2) Improving the infrastructure by volunteers
3) Improving the Sanitary System
4) Developing the Village Health Services
5) Children/Youth Activity Recreation Centre

1) No proper program for managing Tunisia increase in desertification
2) Villagers and farmer doesn’t have the knowledge to manager or resist desertification
3) Bringing greener back to different Tunisia villages
4) Build Resistance to desertification culture and cluster of different supporting activities, as villagers services, crafts for women, etc.

1) Leading by example for converting personal collections to public interest
2) Motivating integration and deep dialogue between youth and authors or society intellects
3) Hub for planning cultural related projects
4) Open Huge Library free to borrow books and discuss on round tables

1) Eco training program for youth and children
2) Show innovation to deal with land challenges
3) Show the profit of organic farming
4) Train on Self Sufficiency Skills
5) Encourage the children to use the five senses to discover

1) Huge opportunities on the internet for online jobs, with low youth awareness
2) Shift youth time on the net to be more profitable
3) Provide youth with alternatives
4) Screen all the opportunities of youth specially those youth not on job or not happy about their jobs

1) Turning academic books onto Audio books which can help the blind to absorb the knowledge within it, learn, share
2) Ensure

1) Training multi-disciplined students on drawing the portray in depth.
2) Shows the students how personal portray is like writing or drawing a story.

1) Reading stories together through volunteers
2) Spreading Reading together Clubs in Jordan Villages
3) Increase children imagination through hearing exciting stories
4) Automation of Reading Stories for children

1) Focus on motivating youth of Al-Aqaba to integrate with opportunities of Creative Economy.
2) Focus on poverty deep villages children and youth with full day of charity activities events
3) Integrating with tourist and what supports Al-Aqaba Tourism
| 31) We build together Initiative Jordan | Building for those in needs | 1) Helping al-Zaatri Syrian Refugees Camp people to solve their building needs through youth volunteers  
2) Apprentice Carpenters Training  
3) Recycling of materials for solving the needs of those in need |
| 32) Sami Kater Villages Sustainable Energy Project | Connecting Villages with Solar Energy | 1) Using basic sustainable energy systems to supply villages with basic electricity & water pumps  
2) Free support for Solar Energy Cells maintenance |
| 33) Syrian Students Union Jordan | Support Syrians in Universities of Jordan | 1) Spread the spirit of volunteering among of Syrian University Students  
2) Using collaborating economy techniques  
3) Peer to peer support to overcome the Syrians youth migrants difficulties |
| 34) Maison Organs Donation Club Jordan | Organs Donation Scheme | 1) Encourage clean organ donation through official means  
2) Spread the awareness about organs donation |
| 35) Fatabeyno—Be Sure before you share Jordan | Fighting False News & Media | 1) Ensures that proper sharing of media and avoiding false news  
2) Building site for type of false news  
3) Educating youth to avoid false news  
4) Doing more research on the sources of false news lead by youth. |
| 36) Saloon Askadenia Jordan | Music High Quality Training for Gifted Youth | 1) No proper education for Music in Public Schools  
2) Developing & Training gifted youth and teachers on Music Notes |
| 37) Bread Left Over for benefit of Education Jordan |  | 1) Using the bread left over for benefit of Educating youth and children  
2) Using the money for selling the bread left over for fodder of animals  
3) Collection of Schools left over breads and then selling it directly to fodder merchants  
4) Using the profit for those students in need that have problem in continuing their education/ |
| 38) Syrian Refugee Children Program Jordan | Filling the gap of education of Syrian Children Refugees | 1) Training Syrian refugee children on hope of the better future  
2) Minimising youth literacy through focusing on Arabic and Math.  
3) Make awareness for Syrians Families on the importance of keeping their children in education |
| 39) One Minute Inspiration Jordan | Film Making for those Created A differentiation | 1) Develop the possibilities of creating a differentiation in one’s life journey through interviewing & publicising those who created a legacy or inspiration in their community or the world  
2) Spreading the Arab Inspiring people stories through social media |
| 40) Amman Connection Project Jordan | Building bridges between Amman Citizens and Visitors | 1) Awareness program about Amman facilities  
2) Show Jordan and even Amman citizens  
3) Show youth about the beauties of the citizens in Old and New Amman |
| 41) Youth Jana Initiatives Sudan | Help Debtors to be release from Jails | 1) Study type of Debtors in Jail  
2) Help to release the Debtors from Jail by paying their debts, especially for non-criminal cases. |
| 42) Sudanese Children Film Production ClubSudan |  | 1) Training Children & Youth in Film Productions  
2) Build children passion for film making at early stages  
3) Develop youth’s perspective of total production |
| 43) Automation of Arabic & African Calligraphy Sudan | Transforming Arabic & African Calligraphy | 1) Screening all the types of Arabic & African Calligraphy  
2) Automating the fonts and coding them for utilisation by internet users |
| 44) Al-Rayyan Charity Arts House Mauritania | Using Mauritanian Artist for supporting those in Needs | 1) Using a Mauritanian Artist Contacts to collect for charity  
2) Delivery of those in needs on the spots |
Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>45) Be Happy so that you become Happy</th>
<th>Make Sick Children Happier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mauritania</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1) Fulfill sick children dreams through collaboration economy in social media</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Support events and visits specifically focused on Chronic Diseased Children</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Work on developing and healing the sick child psychology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>46) Iraqi Motorbikers</th>
<th>Organise and Develop Motorbikers Needs in the Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iraq</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1) No Association or Club that bring in Motor Bikers Owners in Iraq</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Encourage good practices for Safe Driving of Motorbikes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Do events that bring in and support charity for those in need or support national interest.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Enhance Co-existence among the different ethnicity in Iraq</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Enhance the image of the motorbikers image</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>47) Safe House of Iraqi Children</th>
<th>Support for Displaced Youths</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iraq</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1) Home for Displaced children which builds their skills and talents</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Peer to Peer training by Displaced youths</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Use of multi) skills development for healing the Displaced youths</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>48) We are with you</th>
<th>Psychological Awareness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1) Spreading Psychological Awareness specially in youth to avoid depression and anxiety</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Helping people to think positively through different events and activities led by youth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>49) Green Taza Project</th>
<th>Eco Tourism for Taza Region in Morocco</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Morocco</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1) Youth driven initiative to save and preserve the uniqueness of Taza Region through eco-tourism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Encourage tourism for Taza by Moroccan Youth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Mapping and providing services by youth of Taza to encourage Taza Mountain Eco-Tourism in collaboration with Taza Villagers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Selecting Families that would provide full hospitality services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>50) Educating High School through Internet</th>
<th>E-Education Website for High Schools Curriculum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Morocco</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1) Reaching those that can’t attend electronically all the classes of high school</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Bring volunteer teachers to give classes to children electronically</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Use innovative techniques for e-education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

field, all the SPCIE’s found to re-identify their new potential leads and trends while exploring being alert to new development opportunities. Almost half of the fifty SPCIE’s managed to bring on the field solutions through the experiential learning and their visualised values. About 70% of the projects screened used a type of marketing plan to build the social capital and partnerships, based the piloting or field study or modelling. Although many worked without a calculated risk, almost the majority of the SPCIE’s believed they can manage the risks of their initiative in order to exploit the opportunity.

6. Discussion and Conclusion

The purpose of this paper was to explore how opportunities are captured by entrepreneurs in general with more focus in the social entrepreneurs in the Arab world. Even though the projects screened show a good level of know-how and culture for opportunities capturing, the number of such independent initiative is still far from being near the accepted norm.

It is worth mentioning the results don’t show the SPCIEs have the capacity yet to deal with hidden opportunities. However, as discussed in the literature review, all these social entrepreneurs have high alertness that makes them spot clear opportunities and build around it a successful initiative that is exploited and
mobilised despite the Arab cultures and environmental challenges. The literature review shows that there are still lots of gaps in the body of knowledge of how opportunities are captured and then exploited in relevance to social entrepreneurs. Geographically, one could say that there is high scarcity about how opportunities are captured in developing countries in general and in the Arab World specially. It is highly hoped that this paper has shed a small light in this part of the world.

Despite the limitations of the screened data in relevance of how capturing opportunities were developed further through problem solving, most of the initiatives activities were actually addressing problems or overcoming community specific challenges.

This paper represents and gives original contribution to the possibilities of creating more social and positive change and inspiring entrepreneurs (SPCIEs) in community if they are trained how to capture and manage opportunities. Such project would improve any country’s socio-economic status while enhancing its collaborative economy and the healthiness of its social capital status. This paper supports therefore that opportunity capturing can be taught, although it is being also an art with those SPCIEs who spot opportunities with high alertness.

This paper shows that exploring, capturing and then exploiting opportunities need to be an established practice that supports the learning environment associated with thriving community.

Despite the limitations of the data of this research for the cases screened through direct contacts, the published work through the conferences and the media, this work shows that capturing opportunities can occur when people are more driven by values, or vision, or self-purposefulness.

The researcher had to define a cutting point for amount of data collected in order to ensure the feasibility and practicality of this research. More similar data can be a source for comparative study in the future. Even though it was not explicitly mentioned in the results, the data shows that youth economy, i.e. the economy that is related to the energy and the spirit, plays a great role in mobilising the opportunities effectively and makes it more realised by the beneficiaries, regardless of their age.

Invention may involve the identification of a new idea or opportunity but it only becomes an innovation when the invention or idea is translated into a form that demonstrates its economic potential [6].
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